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This paper is concerned with uniform structures in the sense of

André Weil [4].1 In his proof that every Hausdorff uniform space is

completely regular,2 Weil obtained a result which may be phrased as

follows.

Weil's Theorem. If V is a uniformity iuniform structure) on the

completely regular space X, given an "entourage" Va there exists a uni-

formly equicontinuous3 set F of bounded real functions on X and a 8 > 0

such that corresponding to each PEX there is anfpEF with the property

that QEVaiP) if \fpiP)-fpiQ)\ <8.

This result suggests that every uniformity on X can be defined by

means of a family of sets of real bounded continuous functions, and

that important uniformities on X (such as precompact [l ] ones) are

definable by means of "nice" sets of such functions. These and related

problems are investigated here.

A family J of sets of real functions will be said to separate a topo-

logical space X if for each PEX and neighborhood NiP) there exists

an FEJ and a 5>0 such that if |/(Q)-/(P)| <S for all fEF, then

QENiP).
Let X be a completely regular space, let J be a family of sets of

real continuous functions on X with the following two properties:

(a) J separates X.

(b) Each FEJ is equicontinuous.

For each FEJ and real number 5 > 0, let Va = {P, QEX\ |/(P) -f(Q) \

<8 for all fEF}. Then these symmetric "entourages" Va satisfy the

axioms for a uniformity on X. First, naF„=A, the diagonal in X2;

for if (P, Q) E Va for every a, it follows that /(P) =/(Q for every

Presented to the Society, September 1, 1949; received by the editors December 16,

1949.
'.Numbers in brackets refer to the list of references at the end of the paper.

2 A completely regular space is a Hausdorff space with the property that given any

point xEX and closed set KEX not containing x, there exists a real continuous

function/such that/(x) = l,/(y) =0 for all yEK.

3 A set F of real functions on a topological space X is equicontinuous at PEX if

given i>0 there exists a neighborhood N{P) such that if QEN(P), then l/(Q) -f(P) |

<e for all/G F. F is equicontinuous if it is equicontinuous at every PEX. If J? is a uni-

form space, F is uniformly equicontinuous if given «>0 there exists an entourage Va

such that if (P, Q)E Va, then |/(Q) -f(P) | <e for M fEF. Note that if the members
of an equicontinuous F are uniformly continuous, it does not necessarily follow that

F is uniformly equicontinuous.
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fEFEJ, and by (a) this implies that Q is contained in every neigh-

borhood of P, which means that Q = P. Second, given a, ß there

exists 7 such that VyEVar\Vß; for by (b) there exist open sets O

and 0' in X2, both containing A, and respectively contained in Va

and Vß, hence 0r\0'C_VaC\Vß', but by (a), there is a 7 such that

VyC.OP\0'. Third, given a there is a ß such that VßVßEVa\ for if

a = (F, 5), we need only take ß = (F, 8/2).

This uniformity on X is compatible with the topology of X, for

it induces a topology which by (a) is as fine as that of X, and by

(b) is at most as fine as that of X.4

Such a uniformity V, that is, any uniformity thus determined by

a separating family of equicontinuous sets of real functions on X, will

be called a functional uniformity on X. If all the members of every

FEJ are bounded, we call V a bounded functional uniformity on X.

Theorem 1. Every uniformity V on a completely regular space X

is isomorphic to a bounded functional uniformity.

Proof. Let J be the family of all uniformly equicontinuous sets

of real bounded functions on V. By Weil's Theorem, the functional

uniformity determined by J is at least as fine as V; the uniform equi-

continuity of the members of J implies that V is at least as fine as

the functional uniformity determined by J.

Corollary. The finest uniformity on a completely regular space is

the bounded functional uniformity determined by the family of all equi-

continuous sets of real bounded functions.

We note in passing the following theorem :

Theorem 2. A completely regular space X is metrizable if and only if

it possesses a separating family consisting of a single equicontinuous set

of real bounded functions.

Proof. If there exists such a set F, let V be the functional uni-

formity determined by it, so that VS={P, QEX\ \f(Q)-f(P)\ <S
for all/GP} • V is clearly isomorphic to a first countable uniformity,

hence [4] to a metric uniformity. Conversely, if X is metrizable, it

possesses a bounded metric p(P, Q). For a fixed P, p(P, Q) defines a

bounded continuous function on X. The set of functions obtained by

4 The following interpretation of (a) and (b) was pointed out by the referee. Let G

be a family of subsets of Rx (R = reals), for each GE G let R° be provided with its

uniform convergence uniformity, and let LLggç-R0 be provided with its product uni-

formity. Then if J is the family of all finite unions of members of G, (a) and (b) are

necessary and sufficient that the natural mapping X—>H <jç= ç Ra be a homeomorphism.
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letting P range over X is equicontinuous (by the triangle inequality) ;

it separates X, because if PEX and NiP) is a neighborhood of P,

by taking 8 so that the sphere neighborhood of P of radius 8 lies in

NiP), we see that if |p(P, Q)-piP, P)\ <o, then QENiP).
If a separating family 7 on a completely regular space X consists

of finite sets only, the functional uniformity it determines will be

called a weak functional uniformity. If in addition all the members of

each FEJ are bounded, it will be called a weak bounded functional

uniformity.

Lemma 1. Let V be a uniformity on a completely regular X. Suppose

an "entourage" Va has the property that there exists a §>0 and a finite

ior infinite of cardinal number p) set F of real bounded continuous func-

tions such that for each PEX there is a finite set fi, • • • , fmEF with

the property that \fiiQ)~fiiP)\ <ô for i=\, • • • , m implies Q
E VaiP). Then there exists a finite ior infinite of cardinal number ¡x)

set of points EEX such that \Jpç=.EVaiP) =X.

Proof. First we prove this in the finite case. Suppose (P, Q)

EVa if |/(<2)-/(P)| <5 for all fEF (where F is finite). Let a

= supX£x,fczF fix), b = 'mlxç£x,f^F fix). Let the closed interval (a, 6)

be divided into a finite number, say r, of closed subintervals

Ii, ■ • • , Ir each of length less than 5. Let pi, ■ • • , pm be any ordered

set of m positive integers (not necessarily distinct) each less than or

equal to r, and let EPl,...,Pm= {PEX\f¿P)EIPjior j = l, • • • , m).

From each such set EPU...,,„ which is not empty choose a point, and

order the resulting finite set Pi, • • ■ , P„ in is at most rm). Let PEX;

there is clearly an i such that |/¿(P) — /¿(P¿)| <8 for j = l, • • • , m.

Hence (P, Pi)EVa. Thus U?_i Va(Pi) =X.

To complete the proof of the lemma, suppose Va has the property

that for each PEX there is a finite set FPCF such that |/(Ç) -/(P) |

<S for all fEFp implies QEVaiP). For any finite set FCF, let
Ej= {PEX\ Fp = F}. The set Ej is a uniform space with the prop-

erty that if P, QEEf and |/((?)-/(P) | <ô for all fEF, then Q
E VaiP)r\Ef. Hence, by the proof just given for the finite case, there

exists a finite set [P]jEEf such that \}p^p^VaiP)r\Ef = Ef. Since

the set of finite subsets F oí F has the same cardinal number as F,

the set of sets Ef has that same cardinal number. Furthermore,

(JpEp = X. Hence the set E = DF[P]p has the property X

= (JpGEVaiP).

Lemma 2. Let V be a uniformity on a completely regular space X.

Suppose for every a there exists a subset E of X which is finite ior in-

finite of cardinal number p) such that \JPç=EVaiP) =X. Then for each a
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there exists a ô > 0 and a finite set F (or an infinite set F of cardinal

number ß) of real bounded functions which is uniformly equicontinuous

and which has the property that for each PEX there is an fpEF such

that if \fP(Q)-fp(P)\ <S, then QEVa(P).

Proof. Let a be given. Choose ß so that VßVßC. Va. According to

Weil's Theorem, there is a S>0 and a uniformly equicontinuous set

F' of real bounded functions such that given PEX there is an fPEF'

with the property that \fp(Q)-fp(P)\ <25 implies QEVß(P). Let
7 be such that VyEVß, and (P, Q)EVy implies \fp(Q)-fp(P)\ <5;
this is possible by the uniform equicontinuity of F. Let EQX be a

finite set (or a set of cardinal number ß) such that Up^sF^P) =X.

Then the set F of functions given by fp as P ranges over E has the

property required. For let PEX, and let PEE be such that P

EVy(P). Then J^(P)-j>(P)| <Ô. If \fp(Q)-fP(P)\ <5, it follows
that \MQ)-fp(P)| <2S. Hence QEVß(P). But since (P, P)EVß, it
follows that QEVa(P).

Theorem 3. The following conditions on a uniformity V on a com-

pletely regular space X are equivalent.

I. For each a, there exists a finite set (or an infinite set of cardinal

number ß) EQX such that Dp^EVa(P) =X.

II. For each a, there exists a 5>0 and a uniformly equicontinuous

set of real bounded functions which is finite (or infinite of cardinal num-

ber ß) such that for each PEX there is a finite set FpEF such that

QEVa(P) whenever \f(Q)-f(P)\ <S for all fEFP.

Proof. By Lemma 2, I—»II. By Lemma 1, II—»I.

Theorem 4. The precompact uniformities are identical with the weak

bounded functional uniformities; more precisely, every precompact uni-

formity is isomorphic to a weak bounded functional uniformity, and

every weak bounded functional uniformity is precompact.

Proof. If V is precompact, it satisfies condition I of Theorem 3 in

the finite case [l], hence condition II. Therefore the weak bounded

functional uniformity determined on X by the family J of all finite

sets of real bounded uniformly continuous functions on V is at least

as fine as V; it is not finer than V since every finite set of uniformly

continuous functions is uniformly equicontinuous. Conversely, if Fis

a weak bounded functional uniformity, it satisfies condition II of

Theorem 3 in the finite case, hence condition I in the finite case.

Hence [l ] F is precompact.

Doss [2] has shown that a completely regular space has the prop-
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erty that every real continuous function attains its maximum (or

equivalently every real continuous function is bounded) if and only

if every uniformity on Fis precompact; Hewitt [3] calls such a space

pseudo-compact. Now if a uniformity on a completely regular space X

is precompact, so is every less fine uniformity; hence a completely

regular X is pseudo-compact if and only if the finest uniformity on X

is precompact. Using the corollary to Theorem 1, and Theorem 4,

we obtain the following theorem.

Theorem 5. A completely regular space X is pseudo-compact if and

only if corresponding to every equicontinuous set F of real bounded

functions on X and ô>0, there exists a finite set fi, • • • , fm of real

bounded continuous functions and a 8'>0 such that |/»((?)—/.(P)| <5'

for i = 1, • • • , m implies |/(Q)-/(P)| <8 for all fEF.

Another consequence of Theorem 4 is the following.

Theorem 6. Given any uniformity V on a completely regular space X,

there exists a precompact uniformity V on X which is at most as fine

as V and has the same set of real bounded uniformly continuous func-

tions as V. The uniform completion of V furnishes a compactification

X of X such that the only real continuous functions on X which can be

extended to X are those which are uniformly continuous on V.

For the weak bounded functional uniformity V on X determined

by the family J of all finite sets of real bounded uniformly continu-

ous functions on V is at most as fine as V, since the family J is con-

tained in the family of all uniformly equicontinuous sets of real

bounded functions on V, and the uniformity determined by the

latter is isomorphic to V. By definition of V, every real bounded

function uniformly continuous on V is uniformly continuous on V,

and the converse holds because V is at most as fine as V.

Theorem 7. If Visa weak functional uniformity on a completely regu-

lar X,for each a there exists a countable set EQX such that \)pczb F„(P)
= X.

Proof. Let J be the family of finite sets of continuous func-

tions on X which determines V. Given a, let F, 8 be such that

Fa={P, QEX\\fiP)-fiQ)\ <8 for all fEF}. For each positive
integer », let En= {PEX\ -wg/(P) ^« for all fEF}. Each En

is a uniform space satisfying the hypotheses of Lemma 1 with the

given a, 8, F. Hence a finite number of Fa(P) (PG-En) covers En.

But X = U„£„. Hence a countable number of F„(P) iPEX) covers X.

It follows from Theorems 7 and 3 that every weak functional
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uniformity on X satisfies condition II of Theorem 3 with ß=\Ao-

This could also be proved directly as follows. Let Va= {P, QEX\fi(Q)

-fi(P)\ <5 for i'=l, • • • , m). Let P¿=/,7(|/,| +1) and consider
the countable set of bounded functions nFi (n ranges over the

positive integers). Let PEX. Since fi = P¿/(1 — | P,| ), it is clear that

there exists 5/ such that if | 7\(0-Fi(P)| <5/, then \fi(Q)-fi(P)\
<8. Choosing n so large that nhi >S for all i=i, ■ ■ ■ , m, we see

that if \nFi(Q)-nFi(P)\ <o, then \fi(Q)-fi(P)\ <8.
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